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My tips to help improve your mood

Chris Hunt is an International Pilates and functional training presenter
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Most of us want to be happier, and more optimistic.

This is especially as we approach the start of which is

predicted to be another hard year. Try my simple tips to

bring more sunshine into your life!

1) Be kind to yourself. It’s natural to have negative

feelings, but only by accepting them and not being

afraid of them can we learn to be more optimistic.

2) Listen to your inner voice. It can be negative,

exaggerate, and blame everyone and everything for your

problems. Start to become aware of such thoughts and

observe them, then you have begun to remove their

power.

3) Notice how your inner voice makes you feel. Would

you let any one else speak to you like that, or would

you speak to anyone else in that way?

4) Take responsibility for your feelings as they started

inside you and only you can decide how to react to

them.

5) Try to help others more than you do now. This

benefits those you help, and also helps you to forget

yourself.

6) Do not obsessively check news bulletins. An

addiction to bad news can feed our negativity.

7) Take care of your basic needs. Rest, routine, work,

companionship, freedom and flexibility are all essential

in varying degrees. And don’t forget a holiday.

8) Practise energy management to keep your emotions

in check. Exercise, Pilates, yoga, and meditation will

help.

9) Appreciate what you have, and stop worrying about

what you do not have. Before sleep each night, think

about what went well during the day, and all the things

you have to be grateful for.

10) Have fun! Nothing in life has any meaning other

than the meaning you give it. So be positive, and be

happy!

Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future, concentrate the mind on the present moment
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